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Local Producer’s Film to Be Featured at UFO Conference

(Boston - May 26, 2021) Since his days as a 1970’s college DJ at Depauw

University in Greencastle, Indiana, Jonathan Womack has spent more than 40

years working in the multimedia field. Most of that time has been spent in and

around the Boston area, beginning with 1983’s MusicVision, a weekly MTV

format show with interviews, music videos, and live bands filmed in the studio

and the clubs, “for the eyes and ears of New England”. The 24-minute pilot,

hosted by local radio legend, Matt Siegel, survived the passage of time and

technology and can be viewed on the “about” page of the Mind World

Entertainment.com website.

More recently, Jonathan spent a decade supporting the media needs of a

whose-who of guests at the Harvard Graduate School of Education’s Askwith

Forums. Womack left Harvard in 2015 and launched “Mind World Entertainment”

to produce episodic series and stand alone programs with metaphysical themes.

Rather than seek out the halls of network execs and cable TV programmers,

Womack developed a business model aimed at OTT, or “over the top” streaming



platforms that get their content in front of audiences by going around or “over the

top” of networks.

Womack’s debut podcast is a 90-minute animated film starring famed ESP

researcher and laser physicist, Dr. Russell Targ titled, Limitless Mind, which

expands and illuminates Targ’s 30-minute TEDX talk. Targ is co-founder of the

renown think-tank, the Stanford Research Institute (SRI), where he conducted

remote viewing experiments during the cold war and worked with the CIA’s

Stargate psychic spying program. Womack spent five months collaborating with

Targ who was closely involved with the production. Numerous Easter eggs are

included such as images of Targ’s beloved pets, a motorcycle arcade game, a

3D model of a train table that Targ enjoyed as a boy, references to New York

City’s “Stage Deli” and the Australian locale, “Russell Square”.

“Limitless Mind” premiered on Paraflixx on March 21, 2021 and will be

featured at Contact in the Desert, the world’s largest UFO conference, on June

25 through the 28th, 2021.

Womack is honored and humbled to work alongside the venerated

scientist. “Russell and I poured our hearts into this project and it was worth every

effort. He is definitely good for my ego. He loves the final cut as much as I do and

I consider that high reward.”

Womack followed up “Limitless Mind” with an episodic series, OBE, out of

body experience. Womack is a life-long practitioner of out-of-body travel and

has written several “science faction” novels based on that experience. Womack

host the series via a 3D avatar who interviews guests from virtual soundstages



such as a space station, an arcade, a karate studio and a planetarium. “Virtual

reality is an excellent tool for expressing abstract ideas and experiences,” says

Womack. From time to time Jonathan dedicates entire episodes to animating

milestone OBE’s such as “Giants in the Earth”, “The Phantom of Steel” and “The

New Brunswick Snake”.

With the looming and much anticipated Department of Defense UFO

report, Jonathan is focused on producing content that shines a light on ET’s,

Mars, and “our grand, cosmic legacy”. While disclosure may or may not happen

anytime soon, Womack remains positive. “It’s going to come out in spite of

decades-long efforts by the cabal to keep humans imprisoned on one planet.

Let’s brace ourselves and get on with it.”

“Limitless Mind with Russell Targ” and “OBE, out of body experience” can

be seen on demand at Paraflixx.com and at the June 2021 Contact in the Desert

Conference.
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Save the Date!

Thursday, June 3, 2021

9:30pm to Midnight EST

Russell Targ and Jonathan Womack

Live Radio Podcast on

The Michael Vara Show


